
SWOT AND PEST OF FAST FOOD

Burger King is a fast food restaurant now available on demand. Here in the West, you can order your food through an
app. Or have a third party deliver the food.

Moreover if the economy is bad and income per capita is affected, the demand of Jollibee product will
certainly going down. The improved inventory system as well as the supply chain enables the organization to
work in a global context. The manager of the future will be responsible for communication and should make
sure that the changes are received by every individual in the organisation. The size and presence of customer
service cannot be ignored. And the stark competition, giving consumers more options for fast food, will only
worsen for Burger King and all fast food restaurants. Environmental Factors Environmental issues have been
increasing regarding fast food industries. To reach maximum efficiency you need to supply standard products
to many consumers. Burger King opportunities: Ordering apps limit long lines and drives Technology allows
Burger King to implement new innovation. This is also known as niche marketing. Also there is government
intervention as they are trying to stop people eating so much fast food. All of the food industries must produce
items in the safe and healthy environment. Getting this right could lead to above average or even superior
profits. These tax obligations are different in each country. The marketing reputation in the fast food industry
means losing or gaining customers. It covers Political, Environmental, Social and Technological factors that
affect your business. These factors have been discussed earlier. Also McDonalds has the image of a socially
responsible firm because of their involvements in projects to help people like they announced backing to the
rainforest Alliance. Because their competitors have been in these markets with more stores for longer.
Environmental Factors Economic factors play an important role in operations of a company. With McDonalds
having their unhealthy image this can put people off as they trying to convince people to avoid places like this.
Both then visualized its mascot. Each country has its own culture and McDonalds makes sure that the cultural
and religious barriers are kept in mind while deciding the food menus at these different outlets. Cynthia A.


